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I. INTERSECTIONS & THEORY

A. General


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


B. Theoretical Perspectives

i. Feminist Theory & Methodology


- read introduction and organization of book
Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


**ii. Intersectionality**


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


iii. Masculinities


- Also read the Introduction


iv. Economic Perspective


- Read the following chapters: Intro, Division of Labor in Households and Families (Chapter 2), The Demand for Children (Chapter 5), Family Background and the Opportunities of Children
Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)

(Chapter 6), Imperfect Information, Marriage and Divorce (Chapter 10), The Evolution of the Family (Chapter 11)


II. POLICY

A. General


B. Work-Family Facilitation Policies


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


- Read Chapters: “Policies to Support Working Families” (8); “Findings and Next Steps” (9);

C. Welfare & Childcare


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


III. WORK

A. Occupational Gender Segregation


- Read Chapters 6,7, & 8 (Pp. 159-217)

Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


B. Gender Wage Gap


C. Work-Family Conflict


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


D. Non-Standard Work


E. Race/Ethnicity


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


IV. FAMILY

A. General


B. Historical


- Read Chapter 1 and Chapter 2
Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


C. Cohabitation, Marital Unions, And Dissolutions


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


D. Household Division of Labor


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


E. Parenting & Childbearing


Gender Work and Family Reading List (January 2013)


F. Gay and Lesbian Families


G. Military Families